Nissan xterra 1st gen

Nissan says their timing chains are just noisy, but not defective. Try telling that to the owners
who have seen loose timing chains rattled their engines apart, resulting in thousands of dollars
in damages. Nissan owners are experiencing 'gas splash back' at the pump and it's likely
because of a clog in the EVAP system. Sometimes it helps just to tally up the complaints and
see where the biggest stacks are. Use this information to learn about troublespots or to run for
the hills. Grouping all models by their year can reveal some baddies. Running tally of owner
grievances filed to CarComplaints. Overall reliability rank out of 54 eligible generations. There's
a lot of news out there, but not all of it matters. We try to boil down it to the most important bits
about things that actually help you with your car problem. Interested in getting these stories in
an email? Signup for free email alerts over at CarComplaints. The lower steering column joint
on the affected Frontier and Xterra vehicles can develop corrosion that limits the movement of
the joint, although they're saying that's rare. Timing Chain Defects Nissan says their timing
chains are just noisy, but not defective. Recent 1st Generation Xterra News There's a lot of
news out there, but not all of it matters. Nissan is recalling about , trucks in the United States
because corrosion in the lower steering column joint and shaft can cause a sudden steering
failure. Posted on November 12, Tagged recall Source autoblog. The Nissan Xterra is a
front-engine, 2-wheel or 4-wheel drive, five-door, five passenger, truck-based compact SUV
manufactured and marketed by Nissan Motors from â€” across two generations; the first â€”
sharing a platform as well as front bumper, hood, A-pillar, windshield and front doors with the
Nissan Frontier pickup [2] â€” and the second â€” also sharing its platform with the Frontier.
While the two Xterra generations differed significantly, both prioritized ruggedness and
affordability over luxury [3] and used body-on-frame construction along with underbody skid
plates. The stepped roof accommodated a lower, front roof rack with a removable gear basket
and a more conventional roof rack at the rear, upper roof. Variants were also manufactured in
Brazil and China. The Xterra was introduced in North America in the model year, using
Everything you need, nothing you don't as its marketing tagline. The SE featured standard
equipment that was optional on an XE. All models featured removable, tab-secured rear seat
cushions to accommodate a fold-flat rear seat back. The rear differential for all Xterras and
Frontiers are HB with a number of gear ratios offered in both limited slip and open
configurations. The most common being 4. Early differentials has a flange style input to the
pinion while late through the end of production had a Spicer yoke style input to the pinion. The
3. The last of the model year Xterras were manufactured in January Larger in all dimensions
than its predecessor, it entered showrooms in early for the model year. The standard engine
was upgraded to Nissan's 4. The Xterra received a facelift for July production with more options
and colors, leather seats on SE models, and roof mounted lights on off-road models. The last
year of the Nissan Xterra in Mexico was Early US models include X, S and PRO-4X, with a choice
of 6-speed manual or 5-speed automatic transmissions, a choice of part-time 4-wheel drive or
2-wheel drive. The Xterra was discontinued in the U. Poor fuel economy, declining sales, and
mandated upgrades to safety and emissions were cited as reasons. All Nissan-produced Xterras
manufactured outside the U. Nissan ceased Brazilian production entirely in The Paladin uses
the same chassis and running gear as the first generation Nissan Xterra, and the 2. The front
end is from the local Pickup. The second generation Xterra model is only available in North
America. Other difference between the American Xterra and its Chinese counterparts is the
parking brake actuator, a pedal with a pull-handle release in America, and a lever in China.
Dongfeng Motors produces a Chinese version of the Xterra called the Oting from to It is based
on the first generation of the Xterra. It was available with the 2. Following the Xterra's
discontinuation from the U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with
Nissan Terra. Motor vehicle. The front view is anchored by a large, black-finished grille and
bumper and rough, angular surface edges. The headlights, front bumper, hood, A-pillars and
front doors are common to Frontier. The Sacramento Bee. The Washington Post. Pacific
Business News. Retrieved 4 April November 10, The Detroit News. In fact, the Xterra is the first
Nissan product totally conceived, developed and built in the United States, and its American
heritage shows. New York Times. January 12, Collins March 16, Archived from the original on
Retrieved Retrieved 18 July The Truth About Cars. Accessed on June 11, Good Car Bad Car.
Retrieved 5 November Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD.
Nissan light truck timeline, North American excluding Mexico market, sâ€”present. Categories :
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Tom Semple [1] with
Robert Bauer. Compact SUV. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel drive.
Diane Allen [11]. Nissan Frontier Nissan Pathfinder. Petrol : 2. Nissan F-Alpha platform. Petrol :
4. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan Xterra. Straight-3 HR UD. Compact minivan.
Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Rogue Select. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Datsun Truck. Vehicle exclusively sold in Canada. Twenty years
ago, no one wanted the things. They were pigsâ€”crude, thirsty, and prone to leaving their body
panels in rusty piles behind themâ€”and as a result, a masochist like my father could pick up
five or six of them for less than the cost of a decent set of tires. But there was something about
the way they drove, far from the coddling Explorers, Tahoes, and Grand Cherokees that clogged
the roads back then. The Scout was a truck, and it had no interest in hiding the fact, of
convincing you otherwise. It rattled and clunked and envied hay wagons their civility. It was
perfect. We loved it. Skip forward a few decades, and the universe seems to have discovered
the truth Dad knew all those years ago: There's something sublime about going nowhere fast in
an old goat. Solid Scouts, and their analogs, the thick-metal Defenders, Broncos, CJs, Blazers,
and FJs, have all skyrocketed to ludicrous money, putting them well past the reach of hobbyists
without five digits to spend on a sorted four-wheel-drive toy. But the charm of bouncing around
in an old metal can is inversely proportional to the price tag. Worrying about door dings in a
vintage off-roader tends to dilute the experience. All of which is why I recently found myself
eying an advertisement for a Nissan Xterra. I never paid much attention to these Xterras before;
they always struck me as sluggish, inefficient, and less capable than alternatives such as the
Toyota 4Runner or square-body Jeep Cherokee. But they are also widely available with half the
miles and for thousands of dollars less than either of those two. The little Xterra is the same age
now as Dad's Scout was when he first got it on the road, and it's strange to see just how much
everything has changed over the course of nearly 20 years. There's no honking screen
dominating the dash, no rearview camera because, unlike the rolling fortresses of today, you
can actually see out of the Nissan. The glass is large, sight lines are great, and the vehicle feels
small. I can reach every door handle from the driver's seat, but there's plenty of room for four
adults and their camping gear. Nissan began Xterra production in at its Smyrna, Tennessee,
facility, which means the truck was stitched together an hour or so down the road from the
place we called home back then. The company turned out 88, units in alone, a record that stood
until production ceased in , which is why, if you start looking, you'll notice these Xterras are
everywhere. Early models were available in two trims: a base XE and an up-level SE. Nissan
offered the Xterra with either a 2. Options included an automatic transmission and four-wheel
drive with a legitimate, manual-shift transfer case. Early models were also available with a
limited-slip rear differential. It shares all of its mechanical components and a fair portion of its
sheetmetal with the company's determined midsize pickup of the same model year. That means
it drives like a truck, and although that phrase would cause any modern crossover to blanch
and rush from the room, it works here. The suspension moves around over uneven terrain, the
stick axle doing its best to articulate through gullies and over stones. Nothing about the
experience comes across as detached or filtered, and that makes it fun. This particular example
is the cherry of the group, with a five-speed manual transmission, four-wheel drive, and the
limited-slip rear. With horsepower at its command, it's not spry, but it's more than adequate for
bopping around the county. Decent midrange torque helps make up the gap. The very notion of
a 4,pound SUV with less than horsepower is laughable in today's age, when everything on four
wheels needs to be able to outsprint the exotics of yesteryear, but like the Scout, the Xterra
doesn't need to win any drag races. That is not what Nissan built it for. It has an astounding
turning radius, a product both of its short wheelbase and of being assembled when
manufacturers assumed their customers understood that top-heavy four-wheel drives were not
slot cars. But it is relatively civil, with an independent front suspension and niceties lik
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e cruise control, air conditioning, intermittent wipers, and power windows and locks, all of
which work. It's also relatively safe, with dual air bags, antilock brakes, crumple zones, and the
like. I would hesitate to put my wife and daughter in an old International for a weekend trip
through the mountains; I have no such qualms about the Xterra. It manages to straddle the
delicate line between off-road relic and functional, modern vehicle. But that wasn't why I
brought it home. While there are a handful of legitimate body-on-frame off-roaders still for sale
today, nearly all of them have moved beyond their simple, inexpensive roots, instead being
outfitted and priced like the luxury vehicles they've become. The Xterra is a reminder that some

of the most endearing machines ever built fall far short of today's definition of a good vehicle.
Rather, they are crude, thirsty, and lovable all the same. Close Ad. Zach Bowman writer Beth
Bowman photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

